Skidsteer Side Dump Bucket!

MADE IN THE U.S.A

The side dump feature allows the skid steer operator to see where the material is being placed resulting in neater, more controlled placement of the material. It also enables the operator to load the material into the Side Dump Bucket and then load the paving/curbing machine while moving only in a straight line. This reduces spillage of material and eliminates the need for cleanup along the work route.

Tips Two Ways!
Scoop in Front, Dump to the Side!

The Side Dump Bucket is designed with a quick attach that allows it to mount to most skid steers. The hydraulic lines plug directly into your remotes just like any other skid steer attachment. The Side Dump Bucket is made with a heavy duty tubular steel frame, continuous welds and gusseted for strength. The cutting edge bolts on for ease of maintenance and replacement.

All hoses and cylinder are included as standard with the Side Dump Bucket.

The Side Dump Bucket has a cutting edge which allows scooping of lose material.

Common Uses:
* Filling curbing & small paving machines! (Eliminates backing into traffic)
* Filling trenches!
* Back filling loam along driveways! (Eliminates turning onto newly paved asphalt)

The perfect companion for the Salsco Rubber Tire Paver, Track Paver, & Cobra Curber!
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